The thalamic reticular nucleus: more than a sensory nucleus?
Sensory information is routed to the cortex via the thalamus, but despite this sensory bombardment, animals must attend selectively to stimuli that signal danger or opportunity. Sensory input must be filtered, allowing only behaviorally relevant information to capture limited attentional resources. Located between the thalamus and cortex is a thin lamina of neurons called the thalamic reticular nucleus (Rt). The thalamic reticular nucleus projects exclusively to thalamus, thus forming an essential component of the circuitry mediating sensory transmission. This article presents evidence supporting a role for Rt beyond the mere relay of sensory information. Rather than operating as a component of the sensory relay, the authors suggest that Rt represents an inhibitory interface or "attentional gate," which regulates the flow of information between the thalamus and cortex. Recent findings have also implicated Rt in higher cognitive functions, including learning, memory, and spatial cognition. Drawing from recent insights into the dynamic nature of the thalamic relay in awake, behaving animals, the authors present a speculative account of how Rt might regulate thalamocortical transmission and ultimately the contents of consciousness.